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Playlist January 8th 2017
An all acoustic edition of BWTB!
9AM

The Beatles - I’ve Just Seen A Face - Help!
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(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: Paul

Written by Paul at the Asher family home on Wimpole Street. Paul had the tune prior to
coming up with the lyrics and originally named the song “Auntie Gin’s Theme” because
his aunt liked it. George Martin’s instrumental “Help!” album includes an orchestrated
version of “I’ve Just Seen A Face” using the title “Auntie Gin’s Theme.” Recorded in six
takes at the same June 14, 1965 McCartney-dominated session that produced
“Yesterday” and “I’m Down.” One of only five Beatles songs Paul chose to perform live
on his Wings Over America tour in 1976.
On U.S. album:
Rubber Soul - Capitol LP

The Beatles - No Reply - Beatles For Sale
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John

Recorded in eight takes on September 30, 1964. Written entirely by John Lennon. John
and Paul had been giving away a treasure trove of original compositions to other artists
to record and release because they felt the songs were too pop for Beatles records.
John had planned to give “No Reply” to another Brian Epstein managed artist, Tommy
Quickly, to record, but those plans were cancelled in early August 1964 when it was
determined the group was going to be short of new material for their upcoming album.
The song’s storyline was based somewhat on “Silhouettes,” a number three hit in the
U.S. for the R&B group the Rays, which was later covered with great success by
Herman’s Hermits. Lennon: “I had that image of walking down the street and seeing her
silhouetted in the window and not answering the phone.” Includes some nice piano
work from producer George Martin.
On U.S. album:
Beatles ‘65 - Capitol LP

The Beatles - For You Blue - Let It Be
(Harrison)
Lead vocal: George

Recorded on January 25, 1969, and completed in six takes. John Lennon provides the
lead guitar part playing a lap steel guitar and using a shotgun shell as a slide. Paul
McCartney plays piano. Nearly a year later, on January 8, 1970, George Harrison rerecorded his lead vocal to the already completed backing track. During the instrumental
break he ad-libbed “go Johnny go” and “Elmore James’ got nothin’ on this baby” to give
the impression he was singing live with the band. Immediately prior to the start of the
song, John can be heard saying "Queen says no to pot-smoking FBI members." It is one
of the few inclusions of film dialogue heard on the soundtrack LP. Written by George
Harrison for his wife, Pattie, “For You Blue” was a straight-forward blues song. George:
“It's a simple 12-bar song following all the normal 12-bar principles, except that it's
happy-go-lucky!” “For You Blue” was the flip-side of the American “The Long And
Winding Road” single, released on May 11, 1970. A new mix of take six was made in
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2003 for “Let It Be... Naked” and an alternative take from the January 25, 1969, session
is included on the “Anthology 3” album.

Ringo – Only You – Goodnight Vienna `74
Ringo - Lead vocals, drums

John Lennon - Acoustic guitar
Jim Keltner - Drums
Steve Cropper - Electric guitar
Jesse Ed Davis - Electric guitar
Billy Preston - Electric piano
Harry Nilsson - Backing vocals
An acoustic number from each Beatle to kick off this Wooden edition of BWTB….that’s
right all acoustic Beatles this morning….in honor of our guest LJ.
Read back …and set up.

BREAK

The Beatles - Norwegian Wood (This Bird Has Flown) - Rubber
Soul
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John

Originally recorded on October 12, 1965, The Beatles decided to scrap this version and
re-record the song nine days later, on October 21. George Harrison provides the sitar,
the first appearance of the instrument on a Beatles recording, though the sitar can be
heard in the instrumental introduction on the American version of “Help!” Written mainly
by John with some lyrical assistance from Paul. John: “I was trying to write about an
affair without letting me wife know… so it was very gobbledegook. I was sort of writing
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from my experiences, girls’ flats.” Paul has said that the ending lyrics, “so I lit a fire,”
refer to the house being burned down in an act of revenge by the spurned lover. Bob
Dylan did a slight parody of the song on his 1966 album, Blonde on Blonde. Check out
the song “4th Time Around.”
On U.S. album:
Rubber Soul - Capitol LP

The Beatles – I’ll Follow The Sun - Beatles For Sale
100% pure McCartney. Written pre- Beatles?
Recorded Oct. 18th, 1964.
Musicians:
Paul McCartney – lead vocal, acoustic guitar; John Lennon – harmony vocal, acoustic
guitar; George Harrison – lead guitar; Ringo Starr – knees(?)
This was written in the late-fifties when Paul was sixteen years old (not bad for a little
kid – I didn’t learn to ride a bike ‘til I was twenty!). Pete Best remembered that he used to
busk it on the piano, in-between sets at The Kaiserkeller. It may well be the earliest song
that they ever committed to tape.
Nobody’s sure what Ringo’s playing, but he might be pounding out the beat on his knees.
(Or maybe it’s someone else’s knees!)
McCartney 1.00
Lead vocal Paul
US - Capitol LP Beatles '65

The Beatles - You’ve Got To Hide Your Love Away - Help!
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John
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Recorded in less than two hours on February 18, 1965. Written entirely by John Lennon,
who freely admitted the obvious Bob Dylan influence. Lennon wrote this at Kenwood, his
home on the St. George’s Hill estate in Weybridge, Surrey (where the Beatles would be
photographed for the cover of their “Rubber Soul” album). John’s original lyric was “I
can’t go on feeling two foot tall,” but when singing it for Paul the first time he
accidentally said, two foot “small.” Lennon then laughed and said, “Let’s leave it … all
those pseudes will really love it.” The first of their songs since “Love Me Do” in 1962 to
feature an outside musician. Johnnie Scott provides the flute solo at the end of the
song, though he is not credited on the album jacket.
On U.S. album:
Help! - Capitol LP

Paul & Linda McCartney – Heart of the Country – Ram ‘71
The song has simple acoustic tune with a heavy bass chorus, and an unusually
mellow sound to the acoustic guitar that was achieved by tuning all of the strings
a full step lower than standard pitch. Stephen Thomas Erlewine of Allmusic
described the song as "an effortless folk-pop tune that ranks among
[McCartney's] very best songs.

George Harrison – My Sweet Lord - All Things Must Pass
‘70
This was the major smash hit of the album by Christmas 1970. It was originally
intended for the Edwin Hawkins Singers (who had record, “Oh Happy Day,”
which greatly influenced “My Sweet Lord.” George had also let Billy Preston
release his own version before George’s – but it was George’s version that was
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the huge hit and remains the biggest single song success of his entire solo
career.

The acoustic sounds of JPG&R on this edition of BWTB.

9.27 BREAK

The Beatles - Things We Said Today - A Hard Day’s Night
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(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: Paul

Written in May 1964 on board a yacht called Happy Days during Paul McCartney's
holiday in the Virgin Islands with his girlfriend Jane Asher, plus Ringo Starr and his
future wife Maureen. Recorded in three takes on June 2, 1964. In his 1980 interview
with Playboy magazine John Lennon remembered this being one of Paul’s better songs.
McCartney double tracked his vocals. John Lennon's piano part was meant to be omitted
from the final mix, but lack of separation between instruments meant that its sound
leaked into other microphones during recording. As a result it can be heard on the
released version. The b-side of the UK “A Hard Day’s Night” single.
On U.S. album:
Something New - Capitol LP

The Beatles - I Should Have Known Better - A Hard Day’s Night
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John

Following their triumphant visit to America The Beatles were thrust back to work. On
February 25, 1964 they dove into new songs slated for their film. On this day they
recorded “You Can’t Do That” and began work on Paul’s “And I Love Her” and John’s “I
Should Have Known Better.” In the film “I Should Have Known Better” was performed in
the train compartment scene, which in reality was the interior of a van with crew
members rocking the van to fake the train in motion. Used as the flip side of the U.S. “A
Hard Day’s Night” single. Paul’s “Things We Said Today” was the UK b-side. Recorded
Feb. 25-26, 1964.
On U.S. album:
A Hard Day’s Night - United Artists LP
Hey Jude - Apple LP (1970)

The Beatles - I Need You - Help!
(Harrison)
Lead vocal: George
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Recorded in five takes on February 15, 1965, the first day of recording for what was to
become the “Help!” album, with overdubs completed the next day. It is the second
original George Harrison song to be recorded by the Beatles. Harrison wrote “I Need
You” for his future wife, Pattie Boyd. The track is notable for the first use on a Beatles
record of what is now known as a “wah-wah pedal.” George achieved this by playing his
12-string Rickenbacker through a foot-controlled volume pedal. Ringo provides cowbell
percussion.
On U.S. album:
Help! - Capitol LP

The Beatles - If I Fell - A Hard Day’s Night
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John and Paul

John Lennon’s stunning ballad “If I Fell” was by far the most complex song he had
written to date. It could be considered a progression from “This Boy” with its similar
chord structure and intricate harmonies by John and Paul, recorded – at their request –
together on one microphone. Performed live on their world tour throughout the summer
of 1964. Completed in 15 takes on February 27, 1964. Flip side of “And I Love Her” in
the U.S.
On U.S. album:
A Hard Day’s Night - United Artists LP
Something New - Capitol LP

It’s an ALL Acoustic Edition of BWTB…perfect for a rainy
Sunday morning….let keep the wooden music going with a
Beatles song from 1968 re-done acoustically in 1979

BREAK
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George Harrison – Not Guilty - George Harrison ‘79
The “forgotten” Beatles song – which the band had slogged over 102 takes
during the “White Album” sessions, but ultimately left off the album. Here it is
again, although much mellower than it was in the late 1960’s.

The Beatles - Cry Baby Cry - The Beatles
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John

Work began in the studio on John’s “Cry Baby Cry” on July 15, 1968, with the Beatles
filling four 30-minute tapes with unnumbered rehearsal takes of the song. It is
estimated that the band played the song approximately 30 times. Proper recording took
place on July 16. Ten takes of the basic track, consisting of John’s vocal plus bass,
organ, drums, and acoustic guitar, were recorded. George Martin playing the harmonium
and John playing piano would be overdubbed onto the best take. During the July 16
session tensions amongst the band members flared and sound engineer Geoff Emerick
quit. He would be coaxed back the next year to work at their new Apple studios and at
Abbey Road Studios for the “Abbey Road” album. Emerick says he lost interest in the
“White Album” because the group was arguing amongst themselves and swearing at
each other. Emerick said, “the expletives were really flying.”
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The Beatles - Wild Honey Pie - The Beatles
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: Paul

The second of two Paul McCartney solo performances recorded on August 20, 1968, for
the “White Album,” the first being “Mother Nature’s Son.” George Harrison had taken a
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week-long trip to Greece and on this particular day John and Ringo were in Abbey
Road’s Studio Three recording a very short edit piece for “Yer Blues” (specifically, a
“two, three…” count-in shouted by Ringo) and supervising the mono mix of “Revolution
9.” This left Paul alone in Studio Two to record and, in the case of “Wild Honey Pie,”
experiment a little. Paul plays bass, electric and acoustic guitars, harpsichord, and
drums. He also provides three vocal tracks. Running just 52 seconds, it is the shortest
track on “The Beatles.”

The Beatles - Mother Nature’s Son - The Beatles
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: Paul

Another Paul McCartney solo performance for the “White Album.” Paul remembers
writing the song at his father’s home in Liverpool and that it was inspired by Nat “King”
Cole’s recording of “Nature Boy.” After the other Beatles went home on the evening of
August 9, 1968, Paul went through 25 live performances of the song, each featuring his
vocal and his Martin D-28 acoustic guitar. Take 24 was deemed the best. Overdubbing
took place on August 20 with Paul playing drums and timpani, double-tracking his lead
vocal at the end of the song, and adding a second acoustic guitar part. George Martin’s
brass arrangement was also added to the mix.

QUIZ #1 /
When Paul McCartney’s first solo album was
released George Harrison commented that he
thought 2 songs on the LP were great…one
was Maybe I’m Amazed the other was ______
blank? Name that song.
9.57 BREAK
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Paul McCartney – That Would Be Something – McCartney
‘70
Written in Scotland, Paul sings and plays acoustic guitar, bass, tom toms and
cymbal on this song. Shortly after the McCartney album's release, George
Harrison described the album versions of this song and "Maybe I'm Amazed" as
"great".

The Beatles - Maggie Mae - Let It Be
(Trad. arr. Lennon-McCartney-Harrison-Starkey)
Lead vocal: John

During the casual “Get Back” sessions in January 1969, the Beatles would veer
unexpectedly into different songs while trying to find their groove. Usually the
impromptu jamming took them through old rock ‘n roll songs (“Shake Rattle and Roll,”
“Blue Suede Shoes,” “Bye Bye Love,” and the like). In between takes of Paul’s “Two Of
Us,” on January 24, 1969, the group performed a traditional Liverpool folk song about a
prostitute who robbed a sailor. The song is believed to date back to the early 19th
century. At just 38-seconds, it is the second shortest song in the group's official
catalogue;

The Beatles - I’m Only Sleeping - Revolver
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John
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Written by John and Paul at Kenwood, John’s estate in Weybridge, in one writing
session. Recording of the backing rhythm track began at 11:30 p.m. on April 27, 1966.
John recorded his lead vocal on April 29. Both the vocal and backing track were
recorded at variable speed. It was during the recording of “I’m Only Sleeping” that The
Beatles discovered the “backwards guitar.” On May 5, 1966, as the band continued
working on the song, George painstakingly transcribed the notes in his guitar solo and
flourishes and then wrote them out backwards. He then played them in that reverse
order. The tapes were then superimposed BACKWARDS in the mix, playing the solo
notes and embellishments in the correct order, but maintaining the eerie backwards
sound. “I’m Only Sleeping” was one of three songs issued in America six weeks prior to
their official release in the UK. American and Canadian Beatles fans heard “I’m Only
Sleeping,” “And Your Bird Can Sing,” and “Doctor Robert” first on Capitol Records’
“Yesterday And Today” album, issued June 20, 1966. The rest of the world had to wait
until the first week of August for them to appear on the “Revolver” LP.
On U.S. album:
Yesterday And Today - Capitol LP

George Harrison – Run Of The Mill - All Things Must Pass
‘70
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A lovely acoustic-driven song – George was to later use the horn line on the song
for another tune nine years later on his George Harrison album.

John Lennon – Oh My Love

(Lennon/Ono) – Imagine ‘71
Also known as “Oh My Lover,” this is the only (Lennon/Ono) composition on the
album. This track included George Harrison.

Paul McCartney – Somedays – Flaming Pie ‘97
Composed on March 18, 1994 while Linda was on a photo shoot in Kent (for one
of her cookbooks). Paul gave himself a “self-imposed mission” to complete a
song in one-session. George Martin later provided the orchestral arrangement for
this emotional stunner.

George – Something – Rockline
End w/ Jackie bit….quick to news…
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NEWS HERE w/ Jackie DeShannon

10.27 BREAK
Bumper/ The Beatles - I Don’t Want To Spoil The Party -

Beatles For Sale
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John and Paul

Written primarily by John, who called it one of his favorites. Recorded in 19 takes (only
five of which were complete run-throughs) on September 29, 1964. The B-side of the
“Eight Days A Week” single in the U.S., issued February 15, 1965.
On U.S. album:
Beatles VI - Capitol LP

BREAK -
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Wings – We’re Open Tonight – Back to the Egg ‘79
For a time this track’s title was considered to be the name of the album. Paul’s
acoustic guitar was taped in a stairwell of Lympne Castle.

The Beatles - The Continuing Story Of Bungalow Bill - The
Beatles
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John

Started and completed with no additional overdubs to follow in a marathon 16-hour
session, along with John’s “I’m So Tired,” on October 8, 1968. Like “Dear Prudence”
before it, the song was about a Transcendental Meditation student who was with the
Beatles in India earlier in the year. Lennon says he wrote the song about an American
guy in Maharishi’s meditation camp who “took a short break to go shoot a few poor
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tigers and then came back to commune with God.” The basic track was completed in
three takes. Yoko Ono sings a line (solo: “Not when he looked so fierce” and with John:
“If looks could kill it would have been us instead of him”) and becomes the first female
to sing a lead vocal line on a Beatles recording. The last words spoken, which segue into
George’s brilliant “While My Guitar Gently Weeps,” are John (presumably) saying “Oh
yeah” and the tape piece was placed backwards on purpose (backwards masking) so it
sounds like he says “Ale” or “Eh Oh.”

The Beatles - While My Guitar Gently Weeps - The Beatles
(Harrison)
Lead vocal: George

RUSTY CALLS IN

The Beatles - Across The Universe - Let It Be
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John

Prior to leaving for an extended trip to India to study Transcendental Meditation in early
1968, the Beatles recorded several new songs to fill the sides of their upcoming single,
which would be released while they were away. John had originally wanted his new
composition, “Across The Universe,” for the A-side of the single but was still not happy
with the mix of the song. When the Beatles sat down to decide which two of their new
recordings should be used, John preferred “Across the Universe” remain on the shelf for
the time being, giving Paul’s more commercial “Lady Madonna” the A-side. “Across The
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Universe” was written entirely by John and was recorded February 4, 1968, in eight
takes. Overdubs were recorded on February 8. Comedian and author Spike Milligan had
been at Abbey Road when the group was working on the song and some months later
inquired about it. He was surprised to learn that “Across the Universe” was sitting
unreleased in EMI’s vault, so Milligan asked Lennon to donate the song to a charity
album he was organizing for the World Wildlife Fund. Milligan was a British comedy
legend who, along with Peter Sellers, starred in “The Goon Show,” one of John’s all-time
favorite programs. Lennon not only gladly contributed the song to be used on the
charity album, but arranged to have the songwriting royalties from the recording given
to the World Wildlife Fund. This charity album version, known by fans as the “Wildlife”
version, was released in December 1969

Paul McCartney – Put It There – Next in the line …Flowers
in the Dirt ‘89
Written over two days during a skiing holiday in Zermatt, Switzerland. This was a
McCartney family saying – passed down by Paul’s father – which he was now
passing down to his son, James. George Martin provides a lovely string
arrangement.

George Harrison – Mama You’ve Been On My Mind
(demo) - Early Takes Vol.1 ‘12

10.57 BREAK
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*One of the best if not THE Best acoustic sound recorded by the late
GM
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The Beatles - And I Love Her - A Hard Day’s Night (German)
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: Paul

Written mainly by Paul with the middle eight by John it was released as a single in the
U.S. reaching #12. Recorded initially as a heavier, up-tempo number on February 25,
1964, The Beatles attempted two takes and moved on to something else. On February
26 they struggled with the simpler, now acoustic arrangement through 12 more takes
and Ringo swapping his drums for congas, ultimately leaving it to be re-made the next
day. Finally, on February 27, they had the arrangement to their liking and perfected the
song in two completed takes (takes 20 and 21).
On U.S. album:
A Hard Day’s Night - United Artists LP
Something New - Capitol LP

The Beatles - Girl - Rubber Soul
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John

Written primarily by John, the song was completed in two takes on November 11, 1965.
The song is notable for the naughty backing vocal (Paul and George repeating the word
“tit”) and John’s heavy breathing during his vocal. John called this one of his best.
On U.S. album:
Rubber Soul - Capitol LP

George & Paul Simon – Here Comes The Sun SNL
Wings – Bluebird - Wings Over America ‘76

Recording in Cincinnati, OH – May 27th – once again proving that the Cincinnati
show was the dominant source for the first two discs of the three-record set.

The Beatles - Dear Prudence - The Beatles

(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John

Recorded at Trident Studios’ eight-track recording facilities on August 28, 29, and 30,
1968. Ringo Starr had quit the band temporarily and the three remaining Beatles moved
forward with sessions for the new album. John Lennon’s “Dear Prudence” features Paul
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McCartney on drums. The guitar picking which opens and runs through the song is
supplied by John on his Epiphone Casino. The finger-picking style was taught to him by
folk singer Donovan earlier in the year while they were in India. George Harrison plays
his Gibson Les Paul guitar and overdubbed a distorted Fender Telecaster lead guitar
part. In addition to his drumming, Paul plays his Rickenbacker bass guitar, provides the
piano track and a very short burst of flugelhorn. John wrote the song in Rishikesh, India,
for Prudence Farrow, sister of the actress Mia Farrow, who had cordoned herself off in a
hut to meditate for hours on end. Lennon’s song was a plea for her to take a break from
her excessive meditation and join the others on the trip.

George Harrison – I’d Have Your Anytime (co-written with Bob
Dylan) – All Things Must Pass ‘70
This composition began at Bob Dylan’s home in Woodstock, New York during
Thanksgiving 1968. George completed the song when he returned to England.

11.27 BREAK
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The Beatles - Birthday - The Beatles
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: Paul with John

“Birthday” is a song written entirely by Paul McCartney in the studio on September 18,
1968, while he waited for the other Beatles to arrive. The session that afternoon was
purposely scheduled to start two hours earlier than usual so the Beatles could take a
break and walk to Paul’s home and watch “The Girl Can’t Help It,” the 1956 rock and roll
film starring Jayne Mansfield and featuring the likes of Little Richard, Fats Domino, the
Platters, Gene Vincent, and Eddie Cochran. The movie was having its British television
premiere on the BBC that evening, and Paul lived around the corner from Abbey Road
Studios, on Cavendish Avenue. The instrumental backing track included Paul on
Epiphone Casino electric guitar, George Harrison on Fender Bass VI (a six-string bass
guitar), John on Epiphone Casino electric guitar and Ringo on drums. By the 20th take
the backing track was complete and the Beatles headed out to Paul’s house to watch the
movie. When they returned to the studio they worked on overdubs. In addition to Paul’s
scorching lead vocal, overdubs included piano, drums, lead guitar, bass guitar,
tambourine (played by George with gloves on so he wouldn’t get blisters), handclaps,
and backing vocals. While Paul is predominantly the lead vocalist, he is joined on
occasion by John. The female voices heard on the “birthday” refrain in the middle eight
belong to Pattie Harrison and Yoko Ono.

John Lennon – Ya Ya - Rock ‘n’ Roll ‘75
This re-recording (originally on “Walls and Bridges,” due to his pending lawsuit
with Levy) was included as an out of court settlement.

The Beatles - Eight Days A Week - Beatles For Sale
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(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: John

Recorded primarily on October 6, 1964. It is the first instance of the Beatles taking an
unfinished idea into the studio and experimenting with different approaches to a song.
“Eight Days A Week” is the first pop song with a fade-in introduction. Written mostly by
Paul, the title was taken from a line spoken by a limo driver. McCartney: “I was being
driven over to visit John. The chauffeur was talking away to me, saying how hard his
boss worked the staff, so hard that they seem to do eight days a week. We’ve altered
the plot a bit for the song, of course. The bloke loves the girl eight days a week.” In
later years John Lennon incorrectly referred to this title in interviews as the original
working title for the film “Help!” The actual working title of “Help!” was “Eight Arms To
Hold You.” On September 20, 1964 as the band and their entourage flew to their final
North American Tour concert destination, the press corps on board the Beatles private
plane witnessed from a distance, careful not to interrupt, the four Beatles huddled
together working on a new song. John, Paul, and George on guitars and Ringo tapping
his knees, and all humming the tune of what would become “Eight Days A Week.”
Released as a single b/w “I Don’t Want To Spoil The Party” in the U.S. on February 15,
1965.
On U.S. album:
Beatles VI - Capitol LP

The Beatles - I’m Down - Single
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocal: Paul

Recorded in one take on June 14, 1965. Written entirely by Paul McCartney, who
showed off his skills at the June 14 recording session by recording “I’ve Just Seen A
Face” in six takes, then the scorcher “I’m Down” in one take, and following a dinner
break, nailing “Yesterday” in two takes. “I’m Down” was patterned after Little Richard’s
“Long Tall Sally,” or as George Harrison described it at the time, “It’s pretty wild…
because it has Paul’s wild voice.” Paul: “I could do Little Richard's voice, which is a wild,
hoarse, screaming thing. It's like an out-of-body experience. You have to leave your
current sensibilities and go about a foot above your head to sing it. A lot of people were
fans of Little Richard so I used to sing his stuff but there came a point when I wanted
one of my own, so I wrote ‘I'm Down.’ I ended up doing it at Shea Stadium. It worked
very well for those kind of places, it was a good stage song. And in as much as they are
hard to write, I'm proud of it. Those kind of songs with hardly any melody, rock 'n' roll
songs, are much harder to write than ballads, because there's nothing to them.” John
Lennon plays the Hammond organ. The B-side of the “Help!” single, issued July 23,
1965 in the UK and July 19, 1965 in the U.S.
On U.S. album:
Non-album single (B-side)
UK:
Non-album single (B-side)
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John Lennon – Meat City - Mind Games ‘73
Described as a “cacophony of sound,” Meat City is a fun, energetic track. It also
contained a “backwards message” which John encouraged “an affinity for certain
farm animals.”

BREAK
Hold up sign

The Beatles - In My Life - Rubber Soul
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocals: John with Paul

Recorded October 18, 1965 and written primarily by John, who called it his “first real
major piece of work.” Of all the Lennon-McCartney collaborations only two songs have
really been disputed by John and Paul themselves -- “Eleanor Rigby” and “In My Life.”
Both agree that the lyrics are 100% Lennon, but John says Paul helped on the musical
bridge, while Paul recalls writing the entire melody on John’s Mellotron. The gorgeous
piano solo is provided by George Martin. To give his solo a harpsichord sound the
producer played the piano at half speed and an octave lower so that when played at
regular speed it would be in the correct key for the song.
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On U.S. album:
Rubber Soul - Capitol LP

BREAK
The Beatles - Two Of Us - Let It Be
(Lennon-McCartney)
Lead vocals: Paul and John

Paul – Goodbye

